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In 24 walks, ranging from easy low-level strolls to strenuous climbs over
2000m, this comprehensive guide provides all the information needed to
explore the outstanding Andalucían sierras of Almijara, Tejeda and Alhama
in southern Spain.
This naturally beautiful mountainous area is compact, containing 50
mountains of Munro status in an area the size of the Isle of Skye. Stark
geological features on the mountains over 2000m contrast with peaceful
and remote valleys, where the wilderness is but a few minutes away.
The walks are graded from 1 to 10, with the lower grades suitable for all
and the higher for the experienced and fit. Only one walk earns the 10
grade, and a number vary from 1 to 3, but the majority are in the middle.
All walks are designed as day trips from Nerja, Vélez-Málaga and nearby
towns and villages.

Key marketing points
• The walks are graded from 1 (suitable for all) to 10 (strenuous climbs)
• The Andalucían sierras of Almijara, Tejeda and Alhama are increasingly
popular for winter sunshine walking and second homes
• Less than an hour by road from Malaga airport

About the author
Jim Ryan is a chartered civil engineer with a passion for the outdoors, who
has had several successful guidebooks and one work of fiction published.
He has been climbing the mountains of Nerja for over 15 years. This guide
is his way of repaying Nerja and Andalucía for many years of pleasure; his
share of the proceeds go to Cudeca, a cancer hospice charity in the
province of Malaga.
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